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the bad: pokmon: the movie is a good, but not great, pokmon film. the action is fairly decent and the story is well-written, but it could be better. the biggest problem is the script. it is really, really poorly written. the film has a ton of plot holes and goes completely off the rails
at one point. we do get to see the mythological pokmons, but theyre not very interesting. the plot is pretty formulaic, too, and the basic premise isnt that original. pokmon: the first movie is the less-than-stellar entry in the pokmon film series, but it still provides a welcome

departure from the core series formula. the film is a fairly enjoyable poke-fest, but it does have a few problems that aren't made up for with the quality of its animation. pokmon: the first movie's biggest problem is its somewhat lackluster plot. the story focuses on ash,
pikachu and the other top trainers entering a pokemon contest in the togepi-dominated region of hoenn. the contest is designed to determine which pokemon is the strongest. the two starting contenders are legendary pokemon mewtwo and its offspring, mew, as well as the
legendary bird, entei. despite being the second-strongest, entei is disqualified due to its low number of offspring. this is all part of mewtwo's master plan to evolve and take over the world. the rest of the film revolves around mewtwo's plan and mew attempting to prevent it

from happening. while its not the greatest plot, it does play a significant role in the films narrative, so youll be able to tell which scenes ash is in. the film also stars one of the more interesting leads in pikachu in the upcoming pokmon xy: dawn of the unown. in fact, you could
say that its this film that defines the character the most. still, the film never quite finds its place in the series, and that's because it tries too hard to mix in more elements from the main series. the film opens with ash, misty and brock entering the pokian stadium in search of

a pokemon. during the match, a mysterious man known only as the councilman warns ash and the others about a plan to capture legendary pokemon. the match then ends with a new mystery pokemon, the mysterious pokemon 0 (pikachu) and a young woman named
meowth, who is revealed to be a pokmon from the future who is battling the same league of legends as ash. needless to say, its a little confusing.
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the first movie came out in 2002, the second in 2005, and now, the third film in the series is finally getting its
own official release on blu-ray and dvd on october 2nd, 2019. the film, entitled pokmon: the movie, was

directed by kunihiko yuyama and was animated by toei animation (the same company that animated the
anime). while it was a fan favorite, the movie was a commercial failure that was mostly forgotten about. the

film has since become a cult classic, and the idea of a pokmon film without pikachu in it has become a
treasured rarity. with its release, the film is being remastered with new special features and will be available
in two 4k copies on october 2nd. both versions will have standard, region-free blu-ray copies, and will include

a reversible cover. the 1080p version will also have a reversible cover that includes an original character
design by character designer mutsumi inomata. as with all the pokmon films, the 1080p version will also be
available in a standard blu-ray version, and a standard dvd copy. the final film in the live-action pokmon film
series is less-than-impressive. its more of a remake of pokemon: the first movie (pokemon: the first movie
isnt even a real pokemon film - its a direct-to-video spinoff of the first animated film), so you might as well
not bother with it. the plot involves a young girl named christina who is abducted by a strange man named
mr. mime, who looks a lot like a younger mewtwo. the two team up to steal mime's prized, mysterious egg,
which is said to be the legendary pokmon celebi. i wish i could say this plot was particularly interesting, but

theres nothing really wrong with it - its just not particularly interesting. theres a few hilarious moments -
especially when mr. mime explains to celebi that he has a son. but at the end of the day, it still has a lot of
the same problems that have plagued the live-action pokmon films - namely, that the actors arent given

much of a chance to really shine and the plot feels like it was designed to specifically not engage the
audience. its not a terrible film, but it doesnt really do anything particularly special - which is why you might

as well just watch the first film instead. 5ec8ef588b
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